
[Type Blood] 
 
Volume O. Of subatomic adjacency. For True Value exists between blood types and its Type 0 
for malfunction in principle. The depth of its ocean at its Nucleus and the split divide between 
the [container] of its ugliness, to its lucidity upon its ventricles.  
 
Breathe. For malfunction can only exist in Time, and time its not of its worth to systems 
malfunction to Principal of its Profound. For time is all that matters between UR and x. [S^2]. 
Shadows.  
 
[Type O] of its systems containers. Relies on both lies and truths to equivocate the amount of 
helium that its [vacuum] has to offer. Its suction device to 2 extreme (same) measures. The 
bond and its blood. Existing in 2 Subatomic squares of full function called breathing.  
 
And tubes, of its throat and of it hydrogen, thé left ventricle which multiplies time by its [sub] 
adjacency light. (Subametrixs). In that Time is all that exists of matter.  
 
For what it's worth (womb), the helium, to cell divide [chloride], right brain divide, and its frontal 
lobe through lost cell division of his cortex and through its back [neck]. Thé even membrane’s 
elasticity that time explains Y thoroughly through the Eye, it's maladjacent point; and of his 
throat. To point perspectives in c.  
 
T, thé left ventricle only holds so much that the [armן] will and is willing to allow. In that T, is its 
[sub] placent (placenta), [sub] Ventricle, to outer Principle light that shadows its membrane in 
the given cell we call Love. Its left brain divide of breathing to what it is that conjoins it’s points.  
 
And [absurdity] to width division and of and by its levels of extraction, its subtraction by T alone, 
width cell does she split per 2^ of its [Armן] and doubled by neon. For its [outer container] is 
True of its [cloud] thé [blood] malnourishment that time has to matter to matter what is not 
allowed. And Y, for mitosis is what blends to hypothermia thé needed pressures of its skin.  
 

Under 1 God Indivisible  


